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this way for a
Malls a ‘time capsule’ Walk
slice of your city
tours

JANE’S WALK

Tour explores
impact, future
of shopping
centres

Jane’s Walk, the annual
pedestrian-powered celebration
of author, urban planner and
Torontonian Jane Jacobs, is once
again upon us.
This year, more than 165 walking tours are planned across the
city from Friday to Monday. They
touch on topics ranging from
Toronto’s industrial past to its
gentrified future.
Metro spoke with the festival’s organizers and selected
four walks that readers should
check out.

Luke
Simcoe

Metro | Toronto
Shari Kasman has a love/hate
relationship with her local malls.
Whether it’s the old gumball
machines and arcade games at
Galleria or the possibly fake
plants that line Dufferin Mall’s
corridors, the 36-year-old artist
is fascinated by the “kitschy”
appeal of two of Toronto’s most
infamous shopping centres.
“A few years ago, I started going to the Galleria Mall and tak-

if you go
From One Mall to Another:
The Galleria to The Duff
starts in the Galleria Mall
parking lot at 2 p.m.
Saturday.

GENUINE
IS

Shari Kasman says her Jane’s Walk tour through Dufferin and Galleria malls will explore “the
decline of mall culture” in Toronto and consider how the spaces could be transformed to
benefit the community. Jane’s Walk honours the late author Jane Jacobs. Liz Beddall/Metro

ing pictures because it was like
stepping into a time capsule,”
she said. “It’s basically remained
unchanged since 1972.”
Kasman’s dichotomous relationship with Galleria and Dufferin will be the subject of a Jane’s
Walk tour on Saturday.
Called From One Mall to Another: The Galleria to The Duff,
the walk will take people on a

journey that explores how the if the two malls should be torn
shopping centres have affect- down and replaced with someed the neighbourhoods they’re thing that brings the community
part of.
out into the street rather than
Topics will range from the taking them inside with all the
negative impact Dufferin Mall “eerie lighting and recycled air.”
had on Bloor Street businesses
“Some people say malls will
when it was built in 1956 to some be obsolete in 15 years,” she said.
of the many failed proposals for “So I want people to start thinkrevamping Galleria.
T:10”ing about how these spaces could
Personally, Kasman wonders be better used.”

Sustainable Fashion Along
Queen Street
11 a.m. Saturday
Starting point: The Black
Market (256 Queen St. W.)
Join two Toronto fashionistas
for a walk down Queen Street,
exploring the big-name clothing
stores near Spadina to the trendy
vintage shops of Parkdale. Along
the way, you’ll learn about the
environmental and labour conditions that underpin the fashion
industry.
Gardiner Expressway: To Be or
Not to Be?
1 p.m. Saturday
Starting point: Jarvis Street

and Lakeshore
One of the timeliest walks on
offer, this tour highlights the
issues with the Gardiner Expressway as well as options for
its future. Watch out for falling
concrete!
Police Carding: Not a Blackand-White Issue
2:30 p.m. Saturday
Starting point: The concession stand at Nathan Phillips
Square
Another Jane’s Walk ripped
from the headlines, this tour
examines how police profiling
and targeting extends beyond
race and affects our experience
of public space.
The Urban Legends of West
Queen West
2:30 p.m. Sunday
Starting point: The front
steps of Artscape Youngplace
(180 Shaw St.)
Learn the history of the Queen
Street neighbourhood between
Bathurst and Dufferin streets.
In particular, this walking tour
compares historical facts about
the area with accompanying
urban legends.
Luke Simcoe/Metro
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